The effects of pulse rate on intensity discrimination were evaluated in 14 subjects with Clarion C-I cochlear implants. Subjects had a standard ͓Clarion spiral electrode array ͑SPRL group͔͒ or perimodiolar electrode array ͓Clarion HiFocus electrode array with electrode positioning system (HFϩEPS group͔͒. Weber fractions for intensity discrimination ͓W f dB ϭ10 log ⌬I/I͔ were evaluated at five levels over dynamic range at each of three pulse rates ͑200, 1625 and 6500 pps͒ using monopolar stimulation. Weber fractions were smaller for 200 pps stimuli than for 1625 or 6500 pps stimuli in both groups. Weber fractions were significantly smaller for SPRL subjects ͑mean W f dBϭϪ9.1 dB) than for HFϩEPS subjects ͑mean W f dBϭϪ6.7 dB). Intensity difference limens ͑DLs͒ expressed as a percentage of dynamic range ͑DR͒ (⌬I %DR ϭ⌬I/DR dB *100) did not vary systematically with pulse rate in either group. Larger intensity DLs combined with smaller dynamic ranges led to fewer intensity steps over the dynamic range for HFϩEPS subjects ͑average 9 steps͒ compared to SPRL subjects ͑average 23 steps͒. The observed effects of pulse rate and electrode array design may stem primarily from an inverse relationship between absolute current amplitude and the size of intensity DLs. The combination of smaller dynamic ranges and larger Weber fractions in HFϩEPS subjects could be the result of increased variability of neural outputs in these subjects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cochlear implants have undergone several changes over the past decade that contribute to higher levels of benefit for their recipients. One such change is the use of faster rates of pulsatile stimulation. Stimulation rates have increased from approximately 250 pulses per second ͑pps͒ per electrode in first-generation cochlear implants to 2000 to 5000 pps per electrode in contemporary devices. Another important change is the use of electrode arrays that are designed to position electrode contacts close to the cochlear modiolus. Perimodiolar electrode arrays have several advantages over traditional electrode arrays, including lower current requirements, greater insertion depth, and the potential for less overlap of current fields generated by adjacent electrodes.
Previous studies have shown that pulse rate and electrode array design can influence threshold ͑THS͒, maximum acceptable loudness level ͑MAL͒, and dynamic range ͑DR͒ for electrical stimulation in cochlear implant users. Kreft et al. ͑2004͒ found that increasing pulse rate from 200 to 6500 pps in a group of Clarion cochlear implant listeners reduced THSs by an average of 11 dB and reduced MALs by an average of 3 dB, thereby increasing DR by an average of 8 dB. Similar findings have been reported by other investigators for narrower ranges of pulse rates ͑Simmons, 1966; Shannon, 1985; Shannon, 1989; Skinner et al., 2000; Vandali et al., 2000͒. The Kreft et al. ͑2004͒ study also compared THSs and MALs for subjects with a standard electrode array ͑Clarion Spiral electrode array ͓SPRL͔͒ to those for subjects with a perimodiolar electrode array ͑Clarion HiFocus electrode array with electrode positioning system ͓HFϩEPS͔). Average THSs were similar for subjects with the two types of electrode arrays; however, average MALs were 6 dB lower for subjects with the HFϩEPS array than for those with the SPRL array. As a result, average DRs were considerably smaller for subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array ͑9.2 dB͒ than for subjects with the SPRL electrode array ͑15.2 dB͒. This finding is consistent with previous studies indicating substantially lower MALs ͑or comfortable loudness levels͒ in subjects with perimodiolar electrode arrays as compared to those with traditional electrode arrays ͑Donald-son et Osberger et al., 1999; Lesinski-Shiedat et al., 2000; Lenarz et al., 2001; Young and Grohne, 2001; Xu and Pfingst, 2002; Parkinson et al., 2002; Saunders et al., 2002͒. The present study was designed to extend the findings of Kreft et al. ͑2004͒ to measures of intensity discrimination. Previous studies have shown that cochlear implant listeners have substantially fewer discriminable intensity steps across the DR of hearing than normal-hearing acoustic listeners ͑Nelson et al., 1996͒, at least for low pulse rates and traditional electrode arrays. Although reduced intensity resolution does not appear to have a substantial effect on speech recognition in quiet ͑Loizou et al., 2000b͒ , it is likely to have a greater impact on speech recognition in noise, music appreciation, and binaural tasks such as sound source localization.
It is not known how pulse rate or electrode array design influences intensity discrimination for cochlear implant lis-teners. Accordingly, the goal of this study was to determine whether these two factors have a systematic effect on Weber fractions for intensity discrimination (W f dB ϭ10 log ⌬I/I) or on the number of discriminable intensity steps across the electrical dynamic range.
II. METHODS

A. Subjects and implants
Subjects were 14 postlingually deafened adults with a Clarion C-I cochlear implant, divided into two groups according to the type of implanted electrode array. Seven subjects had a Clarion Spiral electrode array with no electrode positioner ͑SPRL group͒, and the other seven subjects had a Clarion HiFocus electrode array with an independent or attached electrode positioning system (HFϩEPS group͒. The SPRL array is a traditional array that is designed to reside midway between the lateral and medial walls of scala tympani. It consists of eight pairs of radially offset ball electrodes with approximately 2 mm spacing between consecutive lateral or medial electrodes. In contrast, the HiFocus array with electrode positioning system ͑EPS͒ is designed to hug the modiolar wall ͑due to its slightly curved design and use of the EPS͒. It consists of eight pairs of longitudinally aligned plate electrodes with center-to-center distances of approximately 1 mm. Full insertion of the electrode array ͑25 mm͒ was achieved in all subjects in both subject groups with the exception of subject C07, whose insertion depth was estimated at the time of surgery to be 22 mm. Table I provides additional subject information. Note that average duration of implant use was significantly longer for subjects in the SPRL group than for subjects in the HFϩEPS group (t-test, p Ͻ0.01), but that average duration of deafness was similar for the two groups (t-test, pϭ0.28) . Average word and phoneme recognition in quiet was also similar for subjects in each group.
For the present study, stimulation was monopolar, with the active intracochlear electrode referenced to a ground electrode on the case of the internal receiver-stimulator. One electrode near the middle of the array ͑typically rEL7 or rEL8͒ 1 was tested in each subject. Subjects with the SPRL array were always tested on a medially positioned electrode.
B. Stimuli and procedures
Experiments were controlled by a personal computer ͑PC͒ running the Clarion SCLIN '98 FOR WINDOWS clinical programming software ͑Advanced Bionics Corporation, 1996 -1997͒, and a second PC running custom software that controlled a research interface provided by Advanced Bionics Corporation for the Clarion C-I intracochlear stimulator. Stimuli were 200-ms pulse trains comprised of 77-s/ph, cathodic-first, biphasic pulses with no interphase gap, presented in monopolar mode. Pulse rates were 200, 1625, and 6500 pps. Nominal current amplitudes specified in the clinical and research stimulation software were translated to calibrated amplitudes using a set of tables developed in our laboratory. These tables compensated for nonlinearities in the current source that were functions of electrode impedance and pulse rate.
2 Electrical impedances for all test electrodes TABLE I. Subject information. Gender, age when tested for the present study, etiology of deafness, duration of bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss prior to implantation, duration of implant use prior to the study, percent-correct score on NU-6 monosyllabic word test in quiet, and transmitted information ͑TI͒ for consonants and vowels in quiet. Speech scores were obtained at a presentation level of 60 dB SPL with subjects using their own speech processor and clinical speech processing strategy ͑CIS, PPS, or SAS͒. were measured at the beginning and end of each data collection session using the SCLIN '98 FOR WINDOWS software. Impedance measures typically varied about Ϯ10% across sessions. 3 The average value of impedance measures obtained at all test sessions was used to compute the calibrated amplitudes for a given electrode.
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Each pulse rate was tested in a single, two-hour data collection session or in two consecutive sessions, with the order of pulse rates randomized across subjects. In each test session, THS and MAL were first measured using the SCLIN '98 FOR WINDOWS software with an ascending method of adjustment procedure. For these measurements, the 200-ms pulse train stimuli were presented continuously, separated by 500-ms silent intervals. Starting at a level below THS, the tester slowly increased current amplitude until the subject indicated that a sound was barely audible ͑THS͒ and then continued to increase current amplitude until the subject indicated that the sound had reached a level that was just below an uncomfortable level of loudness ͑MAL͒. This procedure was repeated 2-3 times, and average values were computed for THS and MAL. Initial estimates of THS and final values of MAL were based on these values.
Additional measures of THS were obtained using a three-interval forced-choice ͑3IFC͒ adaptive procedure. The initial THS estimate obtained with the ascending method of adjustment procedure was used to set the starting current level of the adaptive track, which used a three-down, one-up final stepping rule to estimate the current level corresponding to 79.4% correct detection ͑Levitt, 1971͒. Stimulus intervals were cued visually on a video monitor and subjects used a computer mouse to select the interval containing a sound. Correct-answer feedback was given immediately after each response. Current amplitudes corresponding to the final eight reversals of the adaptive track were averaged to obtain a single THS estimate. THS estimates from 3-5 tracks were averaged to obtain a final value of THS.
Intensity difference limens ͑DLs͒ were obtained using a 3IFC adaptive procedure at five current levels spanning the electrical dynamic range ͑approximately 17, 35, 50, 65, and 83 % of the dynamic range in dB͒ for each pulse rate. The procedure was similar to that used for THS measurements, described above. Stimuli were 200-ms pulse trains with no rise/fall envelopes. Two intervals contained fixed-amplitude stimuli and the third interval, selected at random on each trial, contained a higher-amplitude comparison stimulus. The subject was instructed to select the interval with the loudest sound. A one-up, one-down initial stepping rule was used for the first four reversals in order to quickly move the track to the region of threshold. A three-down, one-up final stepping rule was used for the subsequent eight reversals. Probe levels associated with these eight reversals were averaged to obtain the intensity discrimination threshold corresponding to 79.4% correct detection ͑Levitt, 1971͒.
Step size was equal to two stimulus units ͑SUs͒ 4 for the initial four reversals and a single SU for the final eight reversals. Data were obtained in sets, where each set was comprised of one adaptive track at each stimulus intensity in increasing order. Four to six threshold estimates were averaged to obtain a single intensity discrimination threshold at each level.
Intensity discrimination thresholds were expressed as Weber fractions in dB ͓W f dB ϭ10 log(⌬I/I)͔. Since stimulus level was defined in units of current amplitude, the Weber fraction (⌬I/I) was specified as W f ϭ(⌬A/A) 2 ϩ2⌬A/A, where A is the current amplitude of the reference stimulus and Aϩ⌬A is the amplitude of the incremented stimulus. Current amplitude was measured in microamperes (A). W f s are commonly used to describe intensity discrimination in acoustic hearing and have been shown to be a valid metric of intensity discrimination in electric hearing ͑Nelson et al., 1996͒. Mean W f dB s for each pulse rate were plotted as functions of stimulus level in dB and percent dynamic range (%DR dB ).
Intensity discrimination thresholds were also expressed as a percentage of DR by normalizing intensity DLs relative to DR ͕⌬I %DR ϭ⌬I dB /DR dB *100, where ⌬I dB ϭ10 log͓2A⌬Aϩ(⌬A) 2 ͔ and DR dB ϭMAL dB ϪTHS dB ͖. Normalized DLs were plotted as a function of stimulus level in %DR. In addition, normalized DLs at each of five probe levels over DR were averaged to produce a single measure of intensity discrimination for each subject and pulse rate, expressed as a percentage of DR (⌬I %DR avg ). The number of discriminable intensity steps over DR was quantified by dividing the DR by this value (STEPSϭ100%/⌬I %DR avg ). This method for estimating the number of discriminable steps was chosen over a cumulative DL procedure because step-counts based on cumulative DLs may be strongly weighted by excessively large DLs near threshold or excessively small DLs near MAL ͑for example, see Nelson et al., 1996͒ .
III. RESULTS
A. THS, MAL, and DR
THS, MAL, and DR measures for each subject and pulse rate are summarized in Table II. 5 Mean values for each group are also shown. Absolute THSs were similar for subjects with the SPRL and HFϩEPS electrode arrays, but MALs and DRs were significantly larger for subjects with the SPRL array than for subjects with the HFϩEPS array. DR was an increasing function of pulse rate for both subject groups. As pulse rate increased from 200 to 6500 pps, mean DR increased from 10.7 to 19.4 dB for subjects with the SPRL array and from 7.5 to 12.5 dB for subjects with the HF ϩEPS array. Figure 1 shows Weber fractions as a function of stimulus level for the three pulse rates tested ͑200, 1625, and 6500 pps͒. Each panel shows the data for one subject. Data points at the resolution limits of the implant system are indicated by an x. Actual Weber fractions at these stimulus levels may be smaller than the values indicated, but could not be measured due to limitations in the minimum current step that could be delivered by the device. In general, the Weber fractions for a given individual and pulse rate decrease with increasing current amplitude, as reported in earlier studies. However, exceptions are common at 200 pps, where several subjects ͑e.g., C03, C20͒ exhibit Weber fractions that decrease with increasing stimulus level at low-to-moderate levels, but then increase with level at the highest stimulus intensities. These upturns at high levels may reflect saturation of the outputs of auditory nerve fibers or saturation in recruitment of new fibers with increasing current amplitude. It is unlikely that they reflect voltage compliance limitations of the device, since stimulus levels fell within the linear, nonsaturating portion of calibration input-output functions. We have observed similar upturns in a few subjects with the Nucleus-22 implant ͑Nelson et al., 1996; Donaldson and Nelson, 1997͒. Weber fractions for subjects with the SPRL electrode array range from approximately Ϫ2 dB at low levels to Ϫ15 dB at high levels. These ranges are fairly consistent across subjects. Weber fractions for subjects with the HF ϩEPS electrode array are less consistent in their ranges: Three subjects with smaller DRs and lower THSs and MALs ͑C14, C15, and C20͒ show a restricted range of relatively large Weber fractions (Ϫ1 to Ϫ9 dB), whereas four subjects with larger DRs and higher THSs and MALs ͑C18, C19, C21, and C25͒ show a wider range of Weber fractions (Ϫ2 to Ϫ14 dB) similar to that demonstrated by subjects with the SPRL array. This trend suggests that Weber fractions are at least partly determined by overall current amplitude, becoming smaller at high amplitudes.
B. Weber fractions
For most subjects in both groups, Weber fractions for 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli are similar to one another, but Weber fractions for the 200 pps stimulus are slightly or considerably smaller. A few subjects ͑C07, C12 C18, C19, and C25͒, show a very sharp decrease in Weber fractions for the 200 pps stimulus at high levels. This reflects the trend for Weber fractions to become smaller at high current amplitudes, noted above, since THSs and MALs occur at substantially higher current amplitudes for the 200 pps stimulus than for 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli in these subjects.
In order to compare the Weber fractions for different pulse rates at equivalent levels within the DR, Fig. 2͑a͒ replots the data from Fig. 1 with the stimulus level expressed as a percentage of DR (%DR dB ) for each pulse rate. For most subjects, Weber fractions are similar for the 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli at equivalent levels within the DR, but are smaller for the 200 pps stimulus at one or more levels. In three subjects ͑C06, C07, and C15͒ there is no clear difference between the size of Weber fractions at 200 pps and at the higher pulse rates. The average data shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ ͑bottom right panel for each group͒ and Fig. 2͑b͒ ͑which directly compares the mean data for each group at each pulse rate͒ confirm the trend for Weber fractions to be more sensitive for 200 pps stimuli than for stimuli with higher pulse rates. The group mean data also indicate that Weber fractions at moderate and high levels within the DR are more sensitive for subjects with the SPRL array than for subjects with the HFϩEPS array.
A two-way (groupϫpulse rate, repeated measures within subjects͒ analysis of variance ͑ANOVA͒ confirmed a significant main effect of pulse rate on the size of the average Weber fraction ͑collapsed across level͒ ͓F(2,24)ϭ30.68, p Ͻ0.001͔. As expected, post-hoc testing indicated that Weber fractions for the 200 pps stimulus were significantly smaller than Weber fractions for the 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli, but that Weber fractions for 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli were not significantly different from one another ͑Tukey test, p Ͻ0.001). The two-way (groupϫpulse rate, repeated measure within subjects͒ ANOVA also confirmed a significant main effect of group ͓F(1,24)ϭ10.97,pϽ0.01͔. Weber fractions ͑collapsed across pulse rate and level͒ had a mean value of Ϫ9.1 dB ͓standard error(s.e.)ϭ0.4] for subjects with the SPRL electrode array and Ϫ6.7 dB (s.e.ϭ0.5) for subjects with the HFϩEPS array. Smaller Weber fractions for subjects in the SPRL group may be attributable to the fact that their THSs and MALs extend to higher current amplitudes than those for HFϩEPS subjects ͑see Table II͒ . There was no interaction between group and pulse rate. To better evaluate the relationship between current amplitude and the size of Weber fractions, all of the individual data points from Fig. 1 are replotted in Fig. 3 as a function of current amplitude. Points at the resolution limits of the device are shown as filled symbols. The linear regression line indicates that there is a strong inverse relationship between absolute current amplitude and the size of Weber fractions and that current amplitude accounts for more than half of the variability in Weber fraction magnitudes (slopeϭϪ0.43; R 2 ϭ0.56; pϽ0.001). This regression line was based on all points shown in the figure, including those at the resolution limits of the device. However, the linear regression remains significant (slopeϭϪ0.35; R 2 ϭ0.484; pϽ0.001) even when such data points are excluded.
Linear regression lines were also fit to the data in 
C. Normalized intensity DLs
Normalized intensity DLs that express intensity discrimination thresholds as a percentage of DR (⌬I %DR ϭ⌬I dB /DR dB *100) are shown in Fig. 4 for each subject and pulse rate. Note that graph ordinates have a wider range for HFϩEPS subjects than for SPRL subjects. To facilitate visual comparison of the individual data across groups, a dashed line is plotted in each graph at a level of 5%DR. The range of normalized DLs is considerably smaller for SPRL subjects ͑1-20%DR͒ than for HFϩEPS subjects ͑2 -42%DR͒. Five out of seven subjects in the SPRL group have normalized intensity DLs that fall primarily below the dashed line at 5%, whereas six of seven subjects in the HF ϩEPS group have normalized DLs that fall primarily above this line.
For most subjects, normalized DLs are fairly similar in magnitude for each of the three pulse rates. However, four subjects show smaller intensity DLs at some pulse rates than others at some stimulus levels. Three of these subjects ͑C06, C07, and C19͒ show a clear advantage of 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli over the 200 pps stimulus at low levels within the DR. This is the result of DRs being smaller for the 200 pps stimulus. One additional subject ͑C18͒ shows a clear advantage of 200 pps stimuli over the two higher rate stimuli at moderate and higher stimulus levels. Figure 5 plots the average number of discriminable intensity steps over DR estimated for SPRL and HFϩEPS subjects at each pulse rate. These values were obtained by computing the ratio of DR to mean normalized intensity DL for each subject and condition, and then computing average values for each group. The number of discriminable intensity steps was similar across pulse rate within each group. For the SPRL group, step counts ranged from 20 to 25 steps, averaging 23 steps. For the HFϩEPS group, step counts were much smaller, ranging from 8.5 to 9.5 steps and averaging 9 steps. A two-way (groupϫpulse rate, repeated measures within subjects͒ ANOVA confirmed that differences in step counts between SPRL and HFϩEPS subjects were statistically significant at all pulse rates ͓F(1,24)ϭ11.65, p Ͻ0.01͔. The observed difference in average step counts between subjects with the SPRL electrode array and subjects with the HFϩEPS array is substantial and may have implications for device benefit ͑see below͒.
D. Discriminable intensity steps
IV. DISCUSSION
The primary goal of this study was to evaluate the effects of pulse rate and electrode array design on intensity discrimination in Clarion cochlear implant listeners. Intensity discrimination was measured for stimuli with slow ͑200 pps͒, intermediate ͑1625 pps͒, and fast ͑6500 pps͒ pulse rates in subjects with each of two types of electrode arrays: a standard array ͑SPRL͒ that resides in the middle to midlateral region of scala tympani, and a perimodiolar array (HF ϩEPS) that resides close to the modiolar wall. Intensity discrimination thresholds were considered both in terms of Weber fractions and the number of discriminable steps over the dynamic range of hearing.
A. Effects of pulse rate
Pulse rate was found to have a significant effect on intensity discrimination, with the 200 pps stimulus producing smaller Weber fractions than the 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli. This effect appears to stem from an inverse relationship between the magnitude of Weber fractions and absolute current amplitude: Figure 3 showed that approximately 56% of variability in Weber fractions can be accounted for by current level. Because THSs and MALs for the 200 pps stimuli occurred at higher current amplitudes than those for the 1625 and 6500 pps stimuli, average Weber fractions across the dynamic range of hearing were smaller at 200 pps than at the higher pulse rates. The inverse relationship between Weber fractions and current level may reflect the same physiologic mechanism that underlies increases in the slopes of derived loudness growth functions at high stimulus levels ͑McKay et al., 2003͒. A likely candidate for this mechanism is the rapid recruitment of auditory nerve fibers in the cochlear modiolus at high current amplitudes ͑Nelson et al., 1996; Frijns et al., 2001; McKay et al., 2003͒ . Reduced variance of auditory nerve fiber responses for 200 pps stimuli may also contribute to smaller Weber fractions at high current amplitudes ͑see below; Javel and Viemeister, 2000͒. FIG. 3 . Scatterplot of Weber fractions ͓10 log (⌬I/I)͔ versus current amplitude ͑dB re: 1 A͒ for all subjects and pulse rates. Filled symbols represent points limited by device resolution. The regression coefficient was computed using all data points.
Pulse rate had no systematic effect on the number of discriminable intensity steps over the dynamic range of hearing. The apparent advantage of 200 pps stimuli in producing smaller Weber fractions was offset by the smaller electrical dynamic range at this pulse rate. Thus, changes in stimulus pulse rate over the range evaluated here ͑200 to 6500 pps͒ do not have a systematic effect on the number of intensity steps that can be coded within the dynamic range. A few subjects showed advantages of a particular pulse rate ͑Fig. 3͒; however, most individual subjects and the mean data showed no benefit of one pulse rate over another ͑Figs. 3 and 5͒.
B. Effects of electrode array design
Electrode array design was also found to have a significant effect on the size of Weber fractions, with average Weber fractions over the dynamic range being larger for subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array than for subjects with the SPRL array. This finding is consistent with the inverse relationship observed between current amplitude and Weber fractions, since MALs are considerably lower for subjects with the HFϩEPS array than for subjects with the SPRL array at all pulse rates.
Perhaps the most striking finding of this study was that the combined effects of smaller dynamic range and larger Weber fractions resulted in HFϩEPS subjects having a very limited number of discriminable intensity steps over the dynamic range of hearing. Subjects with this electrode array had an average of only 9 discriminable intensity steps as compared to 23 discriminable steps in subjects with the SPRL electrode array. An interesting aspect of this result is the inverse relationship between Weber fractions and dynamic range. From an intuitive perspective, it might be expected that subjects having smaller dynamic ranges would exhibit proportionally smaller Weber fractions than those having larger dynamic ranges. This stems from the notion that loudness grows more rapidly with level in the case of a smaller dynamic range and the assumption that Weber fractions are inversely proportional to the rates of loudness growth. In the present study, however, subjects with smaller dynamic ranges had larger Weber fractions. One possibility suggested by this finding is that the variability of neural responses to identical pulse trains is greater for subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array. Response variability or ''internal noise'' is thought to limit discrimination abilities in all sensory systems and is incorporated in models of intensity discrimination ͑McGill and Goldberg, 1968; Penner, 1972; Teich and Lachs, 1979; Carlyon and Moore, 1984; Viemeister, 1988͒ . Substantially increased response variability with the HFϩEPS electrode array could account for large Weber fractions even in the presence of more rapid response growth. It is not clear what factors could underlie increased response variability in subjects with the HFϩEPS array. Theoretically, variability will be higher if neural responses are elicited from smaller diameter neural targets ͑Verveen, 1962͒; for example, peripheral processes of auditory nerve fibers as compared to central processes or spiral ganglion cell bodies. However, there is little data to suggest a relationship between electrode position within scala tympani ͑standard versus perimodiolar electrode͒ and neural response site. Recent modeling data of Frijns et al. ͑2001͒ indicates that there is no clear difference in spike initiation site as a function of current level for different electrode positions in an idealized human cochlea.
The reduced number of intensity steps achieved by subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array does not appear to adversely affect speech recognition in quiet: Average word and phoneme recognition scores were similar for subjects in the HFϩEPS and SPRL groups ͑Table I͒, even though subjects with the SPRL electrode array had many more intensity steps. This finding is consistent with previous studies indicating that a high degree of intensity resolution is not needed for speech recognition in quiet ͑Loizou et al., 2000a͒. Poor intensity resolution among subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array may have a greater impact on the ability of these subjects to take advantage of fine level cues needed for complex listening tasks and sound source localization.
C. Monopolar versus bipolar stimulation
Weber fractions reported in the present study vary from approximately Ϫ5 to Ϫ15 dB across subjects and stimulus conditions, covering a similar range of values as Weber fractions described previously for bipolar stimulation ͑e.g., Nelson et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 2001͒ . Previous studies of monopolar versus bipolar stimulation within the same subjects have had mixed results. Shannon ͑1983͒ found that intensity DLs were similar for monopolar and bipolar stimulation in one subject at pulse rates of 100 and 1000 pps. Preliminary data by Drennan et al. ͑2003͒ showed no consistent effect of electrode configuration ͑bipolar versus monopolar͒ on intensity DLs for 250 pps stimuli in ten Nucleus 24 Contour users, but found that some individual subjects demonstrated better intensity resolution with a particular configuration. In contrast, Morris and Pfingst ͑2000͒ found that monopolar stimulation produced better intensity discrimination than bipolar stimulation in three of four implanted monkeys. These existing data suggest that electrode configuration can have a significant effect on intensity resolution in some individual cochlear implant users, but that there is no systematic effect across subjects. As yet there are no monopolar-bipolar comparisons of intensity discrimination for stimulus rates above 1000 pps. Thus, future studies should evaluate the effects of electrode configuration on intensity discrimination for the higher-rate stimuli now in common clinical use.
V. SUMMARY
͑1͒ Absolute intensity DLs ͑Weber fractions͒ were significantly smaller for 200 pps stimuli than for 1625 or 6500 pps stimuli. ͑2͒ The number of discriminable intensity steps over the DR of electrical hearing was similar for 200, 1625, and 6500 pps stimuli. The advantage of 200 pps stimuli in producing smaller Weber fractions was offset by smaller DRs at this pulse rate. ͑3͒ Average intensity DLs were smaller for subjects with the standard, SPRL electrode array (W f dB ϭϪ9.1 dB) than for subjects with the perimodiolar HFϩEPS electrode array (W f dB ϭϪ6.7 dB). ͑4͒ Subjects with the perimodiolar HFϩEPS electrode array had significantly fewer discriminable intensity steps over DR than subjects with the standard SPRL electrode array. On average, subjects with the SPRL array could discriminate 23 intensity steps whereas subjects with the HFϩEPS array could discriminate only 9 steps. ͑5͒ There is a strong, inverse relationship between absolute current amplitude and the magnitude of Weber fractions. This relationship may largely explain the effects of pulse rate and electrode array design on intensity DLs in the present study. Increasing pulse rate lowers THS and MAL, so that faster pulse rates are associated with larger Weber fractions than slower pulse rates. Similarly, perimodiolar electrode arrays are associated with lower MALs than standard electrode arrays, and are associated with larger intensity DLs. ͑6͒ Smaller dynamic ranges, which imply steeper loudness growth functions, are not associated with proportionally smaller Weber fractions in subjects with the HFϩEPS electrode array. This may be explained by larger response variance in these subjects than in subjects with the SPRL electrode array.
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1
Our research numbering system orders electrodes sequentially from low-tohigh along the apical-to-basal extent of the array. Research electrode numbers are identical to clinical electrode numbers for the HiFocus electrode. For the SPRL electrode, lateral clinical electrodes are converted to research electrodes by using the formula ͕(2*clinical electrode #͒ Ϫ1͖ and medial clinical electrodes are converted to research electrodes using the formula ͕2*clinical electrode #.͖ For example, clinical electrode 1L corresponds to research electrode 1 and clinical electrode 8M corresponds to research electrode 16.
2
Voltage measurements were recorded from a digital oscilloscope for amplitude steps of approximately 50 CU ͑nominal A͒ over the range of amplitudes evaluated in this study ͑50-1000 CU͒. Measurements were made for resistive loads of 1. 1, 3.6, 7.5, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33 , and 47 kohms and for pulse rates of 50, 100, 200, 325, 500, 1000, 1625, 3250 and 6500 pps ͑all possible combinations͒. Three different intracochlear stimulators were evaluated, and were found to produce almost identical outputs.
3
Impedances were measured using a 1 kHz sinusoid at approximately 10 A. Although impedance varies with current density, it is expected to be relatively constant for the range of current amplitudes evaluated in the present study ͑Geddes and Baker, 1989͒. Our calibration procedure does not account for possible changes in impedance with stimulus waveform. Because impedance for intracochlear electrodes is capacitive, it would be expected to decrease with pulse rate for the stimuli used here, due to the higher-frequency spectral content of higher-pulse rate stimuli. This could lead to an overestimation of absolute THS and MAL ͑actual THS and MAL would be higher than values reported͒ for high pulse-rate stimuli, however, this effect should be small ͑Advanced Bionics Corporation, personal communication͒. Variations in electrode impedance over time or as a function of pulse rate have essentially no effect on Weber fractions over the current amplitudes encompassed by the present data, which are well within the linear portion of input-output functions for the Clarion CI-I device. 4 Stimulus units ͑SUs͒ are current amplitude units which vary in 0.3 dB re: 1 A increments. Perfect performance for intensity discrimination with the Clarion C-I device represents a 0.5 SU change in current amplitude, corresponding to a Weber fraction of approximately Ϫ15 dB.
5
The results summarized in Table II are not the same values obtained in Kreft et al. ͑2004͒ . These values were obtained from additional measurements following that experiment ͑1 month to 1 year later͒. Because both studies used nearly the same subjects, the present THS, MAL, and DR results do not provide new data regarding the effects of pulse rate and electrode array design on these measures.
